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Expertise and experience from rural mission fields
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RSTM conferences and leadership training events help you develop new strategies for outreach
while learning about your community’s changing demographics and ministry opportunities.
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While many congregational development models are geared to suburban churches, LCMS Rural
& Small Town Mission (RSTM) seeks and shares the expertise of ministry leaders who know
rural and small-town ministry challenges, such as dwindling and aging populations, declining
numbers of children and families, and finding creative ways to engage the community with
limited resources.
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Engaging Your Community (EYC) events
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These popular opportunities, which are described as “very inspirational” and led
by “excellent facilitators,” are ideal for a pastor and several lay leaders to learn
from experts and fellow ministry leaders.
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Engaging the Wandering (ETW) events
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Congregational leaders and pastors are encouraged as they see new opportunities
to learn about their inactive members and develop plans for engaging them.
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Monthly educational webinars
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This free resource is offered every month on a variety of topics that are
important to those living and serving in rural and small-town settings.
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Reaching Rural America for Christ is a monthly newsletter with resources
and insights on how rural and small-town congregations are making
ministry happen.
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